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“I have too much to do. I can sleep when I’m dead.” Sound familiar? Why do we
even bother spending a third of our lives unconscious? In this issue of the
Snoozeletter (sorry), we drift off to dreamland to explore one of the most mysterious neurological phenomena of all time.
Have you ever wondered whether your pets dream (about you, hopefully) (pages
4-5)? Or whether skipping a few hours of shuteye is a good idea? Spoiler alert:
it’s not! You need it to remember (page 6), to develop (page 11), and work on your
fine motor skills (page 13). And with enough sleep deprivation, you will also learn
how things go downhill really fast (pages 9 and 14). Think that your sleeping
patterns probably don’t match a 9 to 5 schedule? Check out our article on social
jetlag (page 7). We cover this year’s Nobel laureates’ work (page 6) and how it
could affect treatment of medical illnesses (page 10). So perhaps you shouldn’t
feel so guilty for having that session of Napflix & Chill.
Sounds interesting? Well, we also talked to researchers working in a sleep lab (13),
as sleep consultants (14), and even studying lucid dreaming (8). From the busiest
human to the humble jellyfish (page 5), we all need our shuteye. Or perhaps you
are dreaming a new collaborative research project? Hear about this year’s exciting DESIRE conference from our correspondent Aliénor Ragot (14).
So put on your pyjamas, crawl into bed with a glass of Glühwein, and get into
December hibernation-mode with some great writing from the Berlin neuroscience
community. Happy reading, and enjoy the winter holidays!
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Contest
Like what you see? Interested in contributing? We are always looking for new
authors and submission on anything related to the topic of neuroscience. Send
us an article, some beautiful shots from your microscope, poems, short stories,
critiques, reviews- anything! The best contribution will be rewarded with the book
Measuring The World by Daniel Kehlman.
Come on and write like there’s no tomorrow! Send your contribution to cns-newsletter@charite.de to win.
This issue’s winner is Annika Reinhold,
who wrote a fascinating piece about the
many forms that sleep can take in the
the animal kingdom. A special honorable
mention (the newly inaugurated “Golden
Neuron Award”) goes to James Kerr for
the worst wordplay (“Snoozeletter”).
Congratulations, and thank you very
much for your contributions!
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Don’t Give Up On Your Dreams. Sleep On!

Is sleep just a consequence of the brain being
less active because it’s tired? Although this
explanation might appeal to many fellow PhD
students, sleep is characterised by a complex
pattern of brain activity! Key aspects of sleep
are: little motor activity, little response to stimulation, typical postures (like lying down curled
up) and the state being quite easily reversible
(distinguishing sleep from coma, for example)
[1]. These features can be monitored by conventional electrical recordings, including electromyography and electroencephalography (EEG).
When people (and animals) fall asleep, EEG recordings show a drastic change in neuronal
activity.

tivity and slow rolling eye movements. Likewise,
body temperature and metabolism slow down.
The next stage (stage 2) is characterized by 1214Hz activity sleep spindles and K complexes,

dreaming occurs during these phases of a
night’s sleep. Dreaming can also occur during
non-REM sleep, although with a much lower incidence and slightly different characteristics [2].
Image source: http://bit.ly/2zp9M61

Sleep is an almost universal behavior throughout the animal kingdom. Humans spend roughly a third of their life sleeping, therefore we
can call it a truly integral part of life. However,
is sleep just a uniform state
of unconsciousness opposite
to being awake? Like most
animals, humans’ sleep and
wakefulness are modeled by
inner circadian rhythms and
external cues, so-called
zeitgebers (see also the article on chronotherapeutics
on page 10), to a period of
roughly 24 hours. In particular, sunlight is able to reset
our inner clocks, thereby
enabling us to adjust our
daily rhythm, e.g. after intercontinental ﬂights. Not
sleep itself, but rather when
we sleep is regulated by the suprachiasmic
nucleus in the anterior hypothalamus, which
functions like an internal clock and is affected
by environmental inputs (again, especially
sunlight, which reaches the hypothalamus via
the retinohypothalamic tract) [1].

biphasic high-voltage waves. The sleep stages
3 and 4 are also referred to as slow-wave sleep,
as EEG recordings of these phases are dominated by delta waves of only 0.5-2Hz frequencies.
In contrast to the characteristics of the four
stages of non-REM sleep, brain activity in REM
sleep resembles wakefulness, with some populations of neurons being even more active when
you are in REM sleep than when you are awake.
REM sleep is accompanied by an increase of
body temperature and metabolic rate but an
almost complete loss of muscle tone, except for
the eyes which characteristically move rapidly
[1]. Interestingly, it is easier to wake a person
up during REM sleep than stage 3-4 of non-REM
[2]. As brain activity during REM sleep pretty
much resembles EEG patterns during wakefulness, it may not seem surprising that most

Sleep Is Not a
uniforme State!

Each sleeper moves through
REM and the 4 stages of nonREM sleep several times a
night in cycles of 90-110 minutes. During a night’s sleep,
the stages do not succeed
eachother in a particular
order and also change in
length. For example, phases
of REM sleep can take 1-60
minutes and may be accompanied by brief periods of
waking [3]. The cycles
through the different phases
of sleep, the sleep “architecture”, differ between
subjects, single nights, and also change with
age. In early childhood, much more time sleeping is spent in deeper sleep stages 3 and 4
whereas in older age stage 2 sleep dominates
[4].
But what’s the point of such a complicated sleep
architecture? As also discussed in the articles
“Evolutionary basis of sleep” on page 5 and
“Sleep and learning ” on page 6 of this issue,
sleep serves important functions for the body
and thus is necessary. However, being unresponsive to potential threats is a significant problem,
which is in part circumvented by the fact that
we alternate between periods of deeper and
lighter sleep [3].
As you can see sleep is much more than just the
most unproductive period between two days. It
is quite complex and interesting and science still
needs a lot of effort to unravel all its mysteries.
Therefore, everyone should spend more time in
personal field studies. For example, at home sleeping. Good Night!

Sleep = Brain Activity?!
Broadly speaking, sleep comes in two flavors:
REM (rapid eye movement) sleep and non-REM
sleep, which consists of four stages of characteristic brain activity patterns. Wakefulness
typically comprises approximately 20 Hz waves.
When people fall asleep, this frequency falls to
10 Hz and entering sleep stage 1 is characterized
by mixed frequency patterns, light muscle ac-

Bettina Schmerl
PhD Student, AG Shoichet
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Kandel, Schwarz, Jessel. Principles of Neural Science, 2003
Staunton, Naturwissenschaften, 2005
Voss, Rev Neurosci. 2004
Zepelin et al., J Gerontol, 1983

Image source: http://bit.ly/2yFBDBZ
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“Mum, how do Dolphins Sleep?”
– Sleep throughout the Animal Kingdom
Have you ever wondered whether your dog
sleeps like you – and yaps because he is probably dreaming about the mailman? Do all animals need sleep as much as we do? And how
on earth do they continue swimming or even
ﬂying during sleep?

Smart Because of Mattresses?
First of all, we should define what we are talking
about: Sleep can be characterized in many ways,
but without electroencephalography with wild
animals, we should focus on the behavioral definition: Sleep is when the animal exhibits a rapidly reversible state of immobility and reduced
responsiveness to external stimuli. Furthermore,
an increased drive for sleep (rebound effect) is
expected after sleep deprivation [1].
Lets start with our closest relatives: Great apes
exhibit monophasic sleep (like humans and unlike the majority of other mammals), meaning
that they concentrate their sleep in one period
per day. Theories claim the reason for this is
that they are (like us) capable of building a comfortable and safe sleeping platform - allowing
them to sleep more safely and therefore more
deeply. Maybe our cognitive abilities just came
from very comfy beds [2]?
But there are other intelligent animals that definitely have no mattress to sleep on. Many dolphins are able to rest one half of their brain
while the other one controls breathing, for
which marine mammals have to come to the
surface. This phenomenon, which some of us
would love to do during boring seminars, is
called uni-hemispheric slow-waves (USW). It
enables dolphins, whales and also many birds
to rest one hemisphere at a time with the contralateral eye closed, changing to the other one
after about two hours [1]. Brain waves similar to
slow-wave sleep and REM sleep in humans have
been recorded in flying frigate birds which migrate for several months at a time [3].
Remarkably, when in REM sleep, these birds as
well as some other mammals like the sperm
whale also show bi-hemispheric sleep. However,
this behaviour can only be found on the ground
– or in the case of sperm whales while floating
vertically in the ocean, holding their breath for
a long time [4]. A strategy like this would never

work in many sharks, since they need constant Yet, the animal kingdom consists of more than
flow through their gills to be able to breathe. vertebrates. What about insects, nematodes and
Some seem to solve this problem by doing “yo- porifera (sponges)? While for porifera there is
yo diving“: First they
no evidence of sleeping
behavior, the fruitfly D.
swim to the surface to
Do all animals sleep
melanogaster has not
then glide downwards,
only been shown to have
giving themselves a
for the same reason?
short period of rest [5].
sleep-like resting patterns but also exhibit
Different Animals Sleep Differently
cognitive impairment upon sleep deprivation
The sleeping behaviour of terrestrial animals [1]. A fatigue period (lethargus) before moulting
can also be very different from ours: Does any- in C. elegans suggests that sleep is somehow
one sleep while standing - No?! Horses and oth- connected to development and related to neuer bigger herbivores often do, with help of their ronal changes [10].
stay apparatus, which consists of ligaments and
tendons that lock into place. Still, many of them What’s the Purpose Behind Sleep...?
need to lie down for REM sleep as it comes with Of course most sleep studies focused on very
strong muscle atonia. Due to this, horses, gi- few animals from each taxa so far. For instance,
raffes and also elephants actually end up having just 50 out of 60000 vertebrate species have
much less sleep than we are used to, getting been tested for all sleep criteria so far and not
away with just 2-4 hours per day [6]. Many short all of them were found to meet all of the criteria.
naps seem to be more beneficial for these ani- Nevertheless sleep-like behavior seems to be
mals, since it enables them to spend more time present in various animals. Can we assume that
all these animals sleep for the same reason - and
alert when predators are around.
if so what is the reason?
Who wouldn’t like to be capable of skipping 5-6
hours sleep per day in order to prepare the next Over years, several theories on the function of
lab meeting? New-born orcas outperform us a sleep have been developed. The original idea
lot when it comes to little sleep: They stay awake that sleep is mainly necessary to conserve enfor one full month after birth, and only rest ergy seems quite unlikely nowadays since it
while pressing their body against their mother. decreases metabolism by very little amounts
Compared to this, big brown bats and hairy ar- (5-10%), whereas hibernation saves a lot more
madillos lead a pretty relaxed life, sleeping for energy [11]. Another very prominent idea is that
sleep is important for learning and memory
roughly 20 hours per day [6].
consolidation (see article on page 6). Even
So far we were mostly talking about sleep sim- though there is evidence for a role of sleep in
ilar to human non-REM. But do animals also memory, it is still disputed what this role exactdream? Of course, no one can ask a cat whether ly is – ranging from memory deletion during REM
it was recently dreaming of mice. Anyway, many sleep to maturation of memory circuits [12].
mammals, birds and even reptiles show physio- Recently, sleep has been linked with a restoralogical patterns with consistent with REM sleep. tive function in the central nervous system,
Dragonflies have 350 REM cycles per day, each leading to a clearance of free radicals and othof them lasting 80s [7] and the platypus spends er metabolic waste that accumulates during
approximately 5.8-8 h/day in REM [8]. REM sleep wakefulness [13]. While many of these processis sometimes seen as a key feature during evo- es definitely occur during sleep, they don’t exlution of the amniote – the common ancestor of plain the great variation in sleep needs and
mammals, birds and reptiles that lived more patterns throughout the animal kingdom.
than 300 million years ago [7]. However, octopus
also seem to have REM like sleep patterns that Trying to address this, some researchers now
go along with changing colours and twitching regard sleep as a state of adaptive inactivity,
of their arms [9].
optimizing the timing of behavior according to
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Case Study: A New Study from Caltch
suggests Jellyﬁsh may need Sleep, too
prey/food availability and threats in the
environment. In this scenario, continuous
wakefulness implies the greatest energy
demands but maximizes niche exploitation.
This can explain why giraffes sleep so little
(they have a very low-caloric diet and a
high threat of predators). For bats that feed
specifically on insects being active between dusk and initial hours of darkness,
on the other hand, a longer period of time
awake would be highly maladaptive since
it increases their risk of becoming prey
[14].

“We Don’t Fully Know (yet)!
Exploring sleeping behavior of other animals can, therefore, help to clarify its function in humans. While sleep deprivation in
humans and rodents so far suggests that
sleep influences cognition, emotion, immunity and memory, the function of sleep can
still be substantially different when looking
at all animals that exhibit sleep-like resting
behavior. We should all be aware that, as
put by Michel Jouvet, a famous sleep researcher who just passed away, “it’s not
enough to use the brain of your experimental animal, it’s also necessary to use your
own”.
Annika Reinhold
MSc Student, MedNeuro
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Researchers at the California Institute of fish from attaining this restful state; during the
Technology have found evidence that at least wakeful period the following day, the jellyfish
one type of jellyﬁsh engages in a very unex- engaged in lower levels of activity than usual.
pected behavior: sleep.
The study, published by
Sleep: a basic requirement
Ph.D. candidate Ravi
Nath and his fellow rein the animal kingdom
searchers in Current
Biology [1] in September,
showed that Cassiopea jellyﬁsh passed sever- Cassiopea, the “upside-down jellyfish” have a
al criteria established in their lab to demon- non-centralized radially symmetric nerve net, a
strate they were engaging in a behavior that diffused organization of nerve cells throughout
the body with no large centralized concentration
could be considered sleep.
(a brain) [1]. However, like organisms with cenThe finding comes as a surprise to the scientif- tral nervous systems, theirs functions using
ic community, as previously sleep was thought action potentials, synaptic transmission, neuroto be an activity performed only by more com- peptides and neurotransmitters. This commonplex organisms with central nervous systems: ality suggests maintenance of the nervous
humans, dogs, fish, even worms. Now, adding to system at a very basic level may be a reason
the mystery of why organisms sleep, there is organisms need to sleep.
one without a brain that does it too.
Cnidaria, the phylum of Cassiopea, branched
To establish that the jellyfish were sleeping early on from the evolutionary line of human
rather than engaging in other behavior, the re- beings. The researchers suggest that this signisearchers set up three criteria: a regular period fies “sleep is rooted in basic requirements that
of diminished activity, decreased responsive- are conserved across the animal kingdom.” [1]
ness to stimuli during this period and an in- More research however, will need to be done to
creased need for the hypothesized sleep behav- determine whether this behavior evolved in
ior when it was not getting enough. The jellyfish Cnidaria separately, or whether it is truly an
passed all three.
early behavior in our evolutionary history.

Sleep - it’s a No-brainer!

Alex Masurovsky

Formal testing revealed that the jellyfish pulsed MSc Student, Berlin School of Mind and Brain
30% less during this period of diminished ac[1] Nath et al., Curr Biol, 2017;
tivity and could be “awoken” with food or prod- [2] http://nyti.ms/2fE9JuC
ding, ruling out other possible states such as [3] http://bit.ly/2hF7bgC
coma. The researchers
tested responsiveness
by removing the floors
from under the jellyfish
at random times; in the
hypothesized sleeping
phase, they would float
around before swimming
to their preferred place
on the floor of the tank.
A need for sleep was
operationalized by
shooting water through
the tank every 20 minImage source: prilfish via Flickr
utes, keeping the jelly-
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Nobel Prize 2017: What Makes Our Cells Tick?
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In 1984, Jeffrey Hall and Michael Rosbash in
Boston, simultaneously with Michael Young in
New York, discovered that they could disrupt the Wide Implications
biological clock in fruit flies by mutating a gene. These mechanisms were later shown to be similar
This gene, called period, encodes the protein PER, in humans. Yet, the importance of the biological
which happens in a 24-hour (circadian) rhythm. clock is still underestimated today, not only by
During the night, PER accumulates in cells and the general public, but also in medicine. From
during the day it is degraded. They hypothesized hormone concentrations, functioning of the imthat PER could control its own
mune system, to even behavconcentrations via an inhibiior, the biological clock regulates a vast variety of
tory feedback loop. However,
1 million euros
PER was unable to enter the
physiological and psychologfor telling time
nucleus... How could it influical functions (as discussed
ence its own production? A
on page 10). Sleep, the topic
few years later, Michael Young was able to answer of this CNS edition, is just one of the things under
this question. In 1994, he discovered another gene strong influence of the biological clock. In spite
called timeless and its protein TIM which, when of the importance of sleep, millions of people

aC

coupled with PER, enables both of them to cross
the nuclear membrane. Now the only remaining
question was how PER achieved its 24-hour
rhythm. Michael Young also answered this question with the discovery of a third gene called
doubletime. Doubletime encodes the protein DBT
that can slow down the accumulation of PER and
thus produces circadian oscillations.

ns

In october this year, the Nobel Prize of physiology or medicine was awarded to the three
chronobiologists Jeffrey Hall, Michael
Rosbash and Michael Young. They received
the prize for their discovery of the molecular
machinery that controls the biological clock.

mo

6

work nightshifts, thereby desynchronizing their
biological clock and jeopardizing their health.
This year’s Nobel Prize might provide a leg up for
the chronobiologists in their efforts to show the
general public how important our internal clock
is. It is a win, not only for the three scientists, but
for the entire research field.
Jan de Zeeuw
PhD Student, AG Kunz

Sleep to Remember: Beneﬁts of a Long and Restful Night
Why do we feel so bad the morning after a sleepless night? Does sleep
enable us to remember things better? The reason we spend one third of
our lives sleeping remains a mystery and an exciting ﬁeld of research
among neuroscientists, psychologists and philosophers. Aristotle believed
that “sleep is an intermediate state, a border-land between living and not
living” [1]. Advances in sleep research have shed light on how sleep is
important for the brain in both learning new and consolidating old information. early studies in the 1920s showed that subjects who slept immediately after learning had better memory retention than those who did
not sleep [2]. Since the invention of electroencephalography and the
discovery of brain waves by Hans Berger in 1929, sleep research has focused
on the importance of two distinct sleep stages for memory consolidation:
the high-voltage slow oscillations known as slow-wave sleep (SWS) [3] and
low-voltage, wake-like rapid eye movement (ReM) sleep [4,5]. Additionally,
a sequential hypothesis has been proposed in which memories are processed in a sequential manner during both SWS and ReM sleep [6].

to the hippocampus [7]. During slow wave sleep, the neurons which were
previously active while awake get reactivated in a time-compressed manner;
observed as sharp-wave ripple oscillations in the hippocampus. This reactivation leads to the strengthening of connections in the hippocampus.
Episodic memories are then thought to be consolidated by transfer from
the hippocampus to the cortical areas such as anterior cingulate cortex
for ‘long-term’ memory storage [8,9].
Therefore, sleep is essential to strengthen the relevant synaptic connections
between neurons related to an event, i.e, we sleep to ‘remember’ [10]. An
alternative theory suggests that sleep is necessary to erase or clear out
irrelevant information collected during the day, i.e, we sleep to ‘forget’ [11].
Although the exact function of dreaming and deep sleep still remains elusive, there is increasing evidence that sleep enhances memory consolidation and learning. So remember to get your dose of sharp-wave ripples
tonight!

Sleep to Forget?
How are memories processed and consolidated in the brain during sleep?
Researchers have hypothesized
that the information we acquire
while awake is transmitted from
different sensory cortical areas

Image Source:
Baris Simsek /Getty Images
http://bit.ly/2fmzWQY
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Owls, Larks and Social Jetlag
Monday morning, the alarm clock buzzes –
time to go to work. You hit the snooze button
in a desperate attempt to get another 5-10
minutes of beauty sleep before you really need
to wake up. And after contemplating your plans
for the morning, you decide it’s ok to hit the
snooze button a couple of times more. After
all, you’ve already had a shower yesterday and
who really cares if you don’t smell like a peach
every day. And you can catch a quick breakfast
at the train station instead of having a sitdown breakfast at home. The sacriﬁces you
make seem small compared to the few minutes
of sleep you will gain.
If this is a scenario well known to you, you may
have experienced something called ‘social jetlag’. Humans show large differences in their
chosen time for sleep, which is referred to as
their chronotype. In any population, chronotypes range from very early (“larks”) to very
late types (“owls”) [1]. Larks wake up early every
morning, get things done by late afternoon and
go to bed early. Owls usually go to bed in the
early hours of the morning and are most active
later during the day. A social jetlag occurs when
the timing of social responsibilities (e.g. work
or school) doesn’t match the internal timing of
the preferred sleep/wake rhythm. Considering
that most work schedules begin in the early
mornings, late chronotypes typically suffer from
social jetlag the most. Correspondingly,
owls typically show the largest differenc-

es in their sleep schedules with considerable larks aren’t made, they are born and cannot
deficits in sleep during workdays and a com- fully be held responsible for their chronotype.
pensation of lost sleep on the weekends [1-3]. Even if owls tried to be more like larks, they
Normal work schedules are therefore best suit- would just go against their biology. However,
ed for early chronotypes. Yet
explaining to your boss that
owls represent the majority of
your genetically predisposed
A lark world
the population [3]. As a coninternal clock just naturally
runs late probably won’t
sequence, around 70-80% of
can be
the Western countries could
make him more sympathetic
distressing
be experiencing social jetlag
to your dilemma.
and harmful
[4,5]. Our societal schedules
may therefore only be beneFor night owls, living in a lark
ficial for a small percentage of the population world can be extremely distressing and even
and social jetlag a natural consequence for potentially harmful. According to several studmost.
ies, owls often report daytime tiredness and
lower sleep quality compared to larks [2,3]. Due
Rise and Shine?
to their large deficits in sleep especially during
So why don’t night owls just change their the week, owls are at risk of developing a long
chronotype and lark-ify themselves? The answer list of health impairments. This list includes
is simple: our internal clocks are run by envi- impaired immune function, metabolic disorders,
ronmental stimuli such as light and temperature hypertension, diabetes, depression, anxiety and
[6]. Light and darkness are cues for our endo- obesity [7] as well as neuropsychiatric disturcrine system to produce hormones that either bances such as epilepsy, minor psychiatric
make us tired or awake. Accordingly, we usual- symptoms, aggression and misconduct, cognily sleep in the dark and wake up with the sun. tive impairment and substance use [8]. These
With the help of these external cues our circa- results are highly alarming considering owls
dian rhythm closely mirrors a 24-hour cycle. could be just as healthy as larks, if only they
Interestingly, however, even without those ex- lived in an owl-suitable fashion. The problem is
ogenous cues, there are still circadian rhythms, not your chronotype, it’s the society you live in.
indicating that we have some sort of internal The majority of the population is living in an
clock system [2]. Indeed, several “clock genes” extreme circadian clinch with serious health-rehave been identified lated consequences. Yet, while society is telling
to play a role in this night owls to change their sleep/wake cycle, it
internal rhythm [6] might be time for society to take on a new per(see article on page spective. After all, it might just be easier to
6). Therefore, owls and change societal work rules than to change the
biology of around 80% of people. In a perfect
world, people would wake up according to their
natural rhythm, go to work well rested and alarm
clocks would be a thing of the past.
Alena Deuerlein
MSc Student, Psychology/
Interdisciplinar y Neurosciences,
Goethe University Frankfur t

Image Source: http://bit.ly/2zFXsNM
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Clearly Dreaming: An Interview with Dr. Denholm Aspy
The night before Dr. Denholm Aspy
was planning to start his PhD on
non-verbal communication,
he had a lucid dream – a
dream in which he knew
that he was dreaming
while he was still deeply
asleep. Inspired, he decided to study this phenomenon instead. Now,
fresh from his doctoral studies at the University of Adelaide,
he shared with the CNS Newsletter
about his work and experiences.

You often mention that control
over lucid dreaming could
offer a form of therapy
for nightmares, but can
lucid dreams also be
nightmares themselves?

Yes, this is certainly possible. Lucidity usually
brings relief, and people
can often control the nightpy mare and confront or escape
As
ol m
h
n
e
the situation. However, dream conIm a g e Cre dit D
trol is a skill that requires time and practice for most people, and so lucidity doesn’t
In your research you were looking at ways guarantee that you’ll be able to change the
to trigger lucid dreaming, and had some dream. Sometimes, lucidity is triggered by
success. What worked?
nightmares themselves – likely due to the
The most effective technique was the mnemon- heightened arousal associated with the sense
ic induction of lucid dreaming (MILD) technique, of threat in the dream. I had one case where
which involves imagining yourself in a lucid someone reported distressing nightmares
dream immediately before sleep while repeating where they were followed by their attacker dea phrase like “next time I’m dreaming, I will re- spite trying to escape. However, it’s important
member that I’m dreaming”. Doing this at the to note that lucidity wasn’t the cause of this –
right time is an important factor – ideally after the nightmare was already occurring before the
5 or 6 hours of sleep – since it should engage dream became lucid.
your ability to remember plans for the future,
just before a rapid eye movement period. It I’ve noticed when lucid dreaming that it
seems that this technique itself is responsible often doesn’t last long – my brain soon
for the success rate, although doing little tests decides I should wake up, even if I want
throughout the day of whether you’re awake or to stay. Is there a way to prolong lucid
dreaming – called reality tests – might also have dreams once having them?
contributed, since these techniques were used Yes, indeed there is. These are sometimes called
together. I’m currently doing further research stabilizing techniques. In my own study, I advised people to vigorously rub their hands tospecifically to investigate this.
gether in the lucid dream if it started to fade.
Is lucid dreaming more common for some This floods the brain with sensations from withpeople than others?
in the dream, which helps prevent the person
Yes, it is. Some rare people have them almost becoming aware of their physical body and
every night, whereas other people have not waking up. It’s also important to stay relaxed
succeeded despite much time and deliberate and to regularly remind yourself that you are
effort. The strongest predictor I’m aware of is dreaming. With practice, it is possible to have
general dream recall – people who recall dreams long lucid dreams of up to an hour or so.
more easily also tend to learn lucid dreaming
Do you see a relationship between lucid
more easily.

Did anyone have a lucid dream for the first
time in your study?

dreaming and virtual reality (VR)? For
example, could VR also be used to treat
nightmares?

Yes! Quite a few people reported this, and I had
many touching emails from people wanting to
personally thank me. It’s quite clear that first
lucid dreams can be very moving and wonderful
experiences!

Lucid dreaming is comparable to VR and both
have their pros and cons. For one thing, VR is
much easier to control. However, so far only
vision and audition are represented, and the VR
experience is still quite far off from being “as
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real” as waking life. Lucid dreaming, on the other hand, can feel as real as waking life, and you
can interact and control any element of the
experience. However, it is much harder to reliably have an experience, especially with the
current lack of effective techniques. Regarding
nightmares, only lucid dreaming gives the person direct control over the nightmare in real
time, making it unique among treatments for
nightmares.

I guess just flying around in lucid dreams
gets boring at some point – although I still
love it! What do you tend to do in lucid
dreams these days?
It really depends. Often I’m content to simply
explore the lucid dream environment without
exerting control. Other times, I like to conduct
informal experiments, such as testing pain perception or the taste of foods. Flying never gets
old for me, and is a skill that can be improved.
I’m still trying to increase my flying speed and
directional control. I’ve become better at this,
but it can still be hard to control sometimes.

Your work has recently been getting a lot
of attention in the media. What was this
experience like, and has it influenced your
research plans in any way?
The experience was very interesting, exciting,
and quite unexpected! I’ve done media releases
before and quite a lot of interviews. But this was
the biggest response so far, and it went international. I had a huge amount of emails from over
the world, and a huge number of participants
have signed up for my new study. This is fantastic for my research, because now I can actually
test more people and learn a lot more than I
initially expected. I’m really excited about looking at all this data and seeing what insights I can
get into how to teach people lucid dreaming. I’ve
also been very humbled by the wonderfully encouraging and very personal emails I’ve had. For
example, I had a war veteran from the US tell me
how lucid dreaming has helped him cope with
recurrent nightmares, and it’s very inspiring and
motivating to hear stories like these!
You can find out more about Dr. Denholm Aspy
and his work at his website:
www.luciddreamingaustralia.com
			

James Kerr, MSc
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Sleep Disorders: When will your Brain ever shut up?
[7]. Nevertheless, a good sleeping environment or a ‘going-tobed’ routine might still be very
effective for some individuals.
But what if you don’t have a
problem to fall asleep and instead wake up during the night
due to nightmares? The socalled sleep terrors often occur
in the first half of a sleep circle
and are described as upsetting
nightmares that can lead to serious or even deadly injuries [8].

Image Source: http://bit.ly/2iP3SXK

Did you sleep well last night?
If you did, your brain had a
break and your body was able
to rest properly. Now, you are
able to start your day with a
fresh and sharp mind.
However, there are also bad
nights when you have trouble
falling asleep or wake up several times per night. This is
common and happens to many
people - but it becomes problematic if it occurs night after
night for a longer period. This
is called insomnia.

It is not surprising that sleep
disorders are a problem of the
general population, since 56%
of Americans, 31% of Western
Europeans and 29% of
Japanese citizens report sleep
problems [1]. Sleep disorders
have a great impact on your
everyday life. They influence motivation, emotion and cognitive function and increase the risk
for medical conditions, such as diabetes or cardiovascular diseases [2].

When Your Body Can’t Sleep
There are lighter forms of sleep disorders such
as a jet lag, which is a circadian rhythm sleep
disorder. Your body’s internal clock operates on
a 24-hour schedule and tells you when to feel
sleepy or alert. When the light fades in the
evening, your body produces more of the
sleep-promoting hormone melatonin. Melatonin
production is highest in the evening, making you
sleepy, and lowest in the morning. Traveling
across multiple time zones can disrupt this circadian rhythm [3]. Other forms are more severe,
such as chronic insomnia. Patients who suffer
from chronic insomnia have sleeping problems
at least three times a week, for longer than a
month. The effects range from tiredness to irritability, anxiety or depression, strongly affecting
the patients in their everyday lifes.
Insomnia can be caused by different conditions
or habits. The most common cause is stress, but
pulmonary diseases, psychiatric conditions,
stimulants (e.g. caffeine) or depressants (e.g.
alcohol) can also cause insomnia. A systematic

review in 2016 found that traumatic childhood
experiences increased the risk for a number of
sleep disorders in adulthood [4]. Treatment is
variable and depend on the type of of sleep
disorders but can make a significant difference
if handled professionally. Behavioural therapy,
such as relaxation techniques, is effective in
many cases. In some, medication can complement the therapy, but should not be taken
longer than two months, due to possible heavy
side effects [5]. The most frequently used medications for insomnia are benzodiazepines and
other modulators of the GABA receptor (more
precisely, its subunit A). Some of these drugs
have a long duration, sometimes lasting until
the next day. The effects of others are shorter,
which can cause problems with sleep maintenance. Since there is a high risk of dependence
after just a few weeks of taking these meds, they
are usually not prescribed for longer than 3–4
weeks [6].

Sleep Hygiene Can Help
A ‘good sleep hygiene’ (regular sleeping times,
no caffeine or alcohol before bed, no daytime
naps, etc) was developed and used frequently
for mild insomnia since the 1970’s. However, a
review in 2014 was unable to conclude that sleep
hygiene was effective in treating sleep disorders

Another dangerous sleep disorder is rapid eye movement
sleep behaviour disorder (RBD).
During REM (rapid eye movement) sleep, you are usually
unable to move because your
muscles are paralysed phasically. REM sleep is also the
phase where you dream the
most. Patients who suffer from RBD have a weakened paralysis, so the individuals can act out
their dreams and eventually hurt themselves or
others. To reduce that risk, objects should be
removed from the environment, or the bed partner can move to another room [9].
Sleep disorders can be very different: From
problems falling asleep because your brain will
simply not shut up or you had that last espresso, to horrible nightmares even Stephen King
could not conjure up. In many cases a treatment
is available, independent of the cause. Still, finding the cause of your sleeping problem is certainly important. Not drinking coffee ten minutes before you want to sleep could help.
However, if you have not had a good sleep for
weeks, you might want to seek professional aid.
			
			

Larissa Kraus 
PhD Student, AG Holtkamp
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Chronotherapeutics:
Why Physicians Should Check Your Time!
our body does not work in a vacuum, as has
been demonstrated by the recent award of the
Nobel prize to Jeffrey C. Hall, Michael Rosbash
and Michael W. Young (see article on page 6).
In fact, several physiological aspects (such as
hormone levels, body temperature and immune function) follow a circadian pattern that
could best be described as rhythmic. These
rhythms are normally synchronized (or entrained) by external factors, most notably
light. For example, darkness triggers melatonin release that make you feel not only
sleepy but also cold, by regulating vasodilation and enhancing heat loss (you know how
heavenly warm your bed seems when you are
sleepy) [1]. Things get even more complicated
during daytime - with ﬂuctuations of other
hormones like cortisol - but you get the idea.
As they steer a lot of important bodily functions,
circadian rhythms are probably also relevant
for understanding when things go awry. For
example, they should also
be considered for the timing of medical interventions. And just to give you
an idea of how powerful
the effects of circadian
factors can be, consider a
UK study by Whittaker et al
[2]. They found that if you
administered seasonal flu
shots in the mornings,
they proved more efficacious in terms of anti-flu
antibodies later detected
in the blood.

Your Body Has a Clock, Too
But don’t just think flu jabs, think big and quite
literally dead serious! Anti-cancer drugs, for
example, are known to have improved tolerability and efficacy when given with perfect timing.
While you might think “Ah well, what difference
could an hour make?”, the consequences of optimal timing can be huge. In fact, studies have
shown that tolerability can be improved by a
factor between 2 and 10 if the treatment is administered at the optimal time [3]! This is an
incredible magnitude in a field that so desperately needs its drugs to work.

The study of the time of administration has been layed or advanced. In that case, bright light
dubbed chronotherapeutics. Outside of oncolo- therapy or low-dose melatonin (which some
gy, physicians and researchers
people claim can help with jet
are increasingly wrapping their
lag, although this is contentious)
What is
heads around this too. And for
might help.
your body’s
patients, this is a good deal betime?
cause it helps them get higher
If circadian variations are so protolerability and better effects
found, this could cause some
out of existing medication [4,5]! On the flip side, headaches for clinical testing and researchers.
it could well be that at least some clinical drugs For example, procedures that rely on pre-set
failed not because they were not effective, but times of testing, including lumbar punctures,
because they were not effective at the time of electroencephalography testing, morning blood
sampling or dexamethasone suppression, may
administration.
be vulnerable to circadian biases. Take an illness
Time of day is not just important for drug treat- where circadian factors have been discussed,
ment, it can also help professionals to better such as bipolar disorder. In this case, if you find
stay on top of other conditions. For example, it differences in these readouts, you cannot be sure
seems that heart attacks follow pretty neat cir- whether this is because of the disorder itself, or
cadian pattern by being more prevalent between because their circadian rhythm is shifted.
6 a.m. and noon [6]. Knowing this could be useful to cardiologists and to help hospitals allocate While it might sound like a no-brainer, it’s acturesources to emergency wards more efficiently. ally not that easy to find the right time for the
right medication. You
would need to systematically study time of day
with a lot (read again: a
lot!) of patients in a big
study that costs big
money. This already
makes it quite complicated. More likely for
most branches of medicine, scientists might
just get serendipitously
lucky (which, at least for
psychiatric medication,
has been rule rather
than exception).
So what’s the take home-message? Next time
... And It Can Go out of Sync
you see your physician, make him or her ask for
But what if the circadian clock itself is not tick- your time!
ing correctly? Because our body clock is entrained by external factors such as the sequence
Helge Hasselmann
of night and day, dark seasons of the year can
PhD Student, AG otte/Paul
be challenging. As Berliners are painfully aware,
during winter months, there is a growing mismatch between the sleep/wake cycle and circa[1] Kräuchi et al, Chronobiol Int., 2006.
dian rhythms. The city is plunged into darkness [2] Long, Vaccine, 2016.
at 5 p.m. but you still don’t go to sleep. For your [3] Lévi, Annu Rev Pharmacol Toxicol, 2010.
[4] Buttgereit, Expert Opin Pharmacother, 2013.
body, this can be confusing and in some cases, [5] Hermida, Chronobiol Int, 2009.
circadian rhythms can become uncoupled, de- [6] Muller, New Engl J Med, 1985.
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Hallucinations on the Cusp of Sleep

Trapped in a Dream

cases, while drifting between sleep
and wakefulness, people can experience vivid dreams while finding
themselves fully awake yet unable
to move. The precise neurological
mechanism behind sleep paralysis
is unknown [3], but it is thought
to emerge from abnormal rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep
patterns and neurotransmitter
function that interferes with
the activation of muscles [4].

While these types of hallucinations have much
in common with dreams and hallucinations in
psychiatric disorders, they differ in occurring
solely during sleep, not carrying much significance for the individual, and being usually lim-

This misalignment results in
the experience of being
trapped in a dream or hallucinatory event.

Normally, hallucinations are an alarming symptom that something really is not right. However,
there are also times where healthy individuals
experience hallucinations [1]. As people shift in
and out of sleep, people can experience hallucinations of various intensities, involving all our
senses. Hallucinations occurring during the
onset of sleep are known as hypnagogic hallucinations and those occurring during awakening
are called hypnopompic hallucinations.

Image Source

: http://bit.ly/
2zY3UUn

Like dreams and hallucinations, sleep hallucinations
Chances are you, too, hallucinate
have often carried mystical
meaning and spiritual explaited in emotional and personal content [2]. nations in some cultures, where these experiAlthough sleep hallucinations are often benign ences are frequently attributed to evil spirits
and unremarkable, there are also cases where [5]. However, current research is slowly unmaskthese hallucinations accompany sleep paralysis ing these spirits to be misaligned brain mechand result in a terrifying experience. In these anisms instead.

Dorothée Grevers
PhD Student, Center for Space Medicine
& extreme environments
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Sleeping Like a Baby
You may have already asked the question: development, emotional regulation and academWhy do newborns sleep more hours than they ic performance as adults [1]. How come?
are awake? The answer is quite simple: During
sleep the brain consolidates new information Importance of Sleep
and to newborns nearly everything is new! for Healthy Development
Interestingly, in the
In fact, the importance
of neonatal active sleep
first months of a
Active sleep
was already discovered
baby´s life the most
for memory formation
in the 80’s, when it was
important part of
sleep is the so-called
shown that rats deactive sleep (see article on page 3). Thus, 50 prived of REM sleep had reduced cerebral cortex
% of the overall sleep is spent in rapid eye and brainstem volume as well as alterations in
movement (ReM) sleep which is characterized neurotransmitter sensitivity [2,3]. But researchby eye, body and facial movements as well as ers from Columbia University have even found
irregular respiration.
that human neonates actively learn during sleep.
1-2-day old infants were conditioned to an eye
As you age, the time spent in active sleep de- movement response (EMR), including a tone that
creases to 40% by your first birthday and con- was followed by a puff of air to the eye. By retinues dropping. Adults, for example, only spend cording bioelectrical activity from face and scalp
20% of their sleep in REM stage. Still, this part electrodes, the researchers could measure posof sleep is quite important for babies’ healthy sible memory updating and proved that new-

borns are able to build relationships between
stimuli while being asleep [2]. In a very recent
study, the impact of sleep stages on the formation of word meaning in 6-8-month old infants
was studied. The infants were exposed to new
words as labels for new object categories followed by short, long or no naps. Only the groups
that were allowed to sleep after the word exposure time showed responses that indicate generalization and storage of lexical-semantic longterm memory [5]. In other words, sleep is not
only helpful for the formation of memory and
learning in infants, but is absolutely necessary!
eileen Schormann
PhD Student, AG Krüger
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Sleep Deprivation: One-way Ticket to a speedy Death?
Calm down: If you could actually die of moderate sleep deprivation (SD), PhD students
would be an endangered species. So you can
put your fears to rest. Severe SD, however, is
an entirely different matter…
We all know what a missing night of sleep (or
two!) feels like: concentration problems, aching
joints, short temper. All unpleasant but manageable. SD, both in acute and chronic forms is a
common feature of modern life. But several individuals have taken it to the extreme: the longest scientifically-confirmed voluntary period
without sleep was 264 hours (11 days), completed by Randy Gardner in 1977 [1]. Towards the end
of the study, Mr. Gardner experienced dramatic
memory loss, and experienced florid psychosis,
on par with other less systematic reports of SD.
Beyond this, there is not much that scientists

Image source: Alyssa L. Miller via flickr

know about the effects of extreme sleep loss in
a controlled setting. However, we do know this:
if you prevent an animal from sleeping long
enough, it will die. The strange thing is, we don’t
know why.

The Case of The Sleepless Rats
In the lab, there are several rather nasty experimental paradigms to prevent animals from
getting either deep REM sleep, or sleep at all.
For example, animals are placed on a small platform in a tank of water. Whenever they start
showing signs of relaxing, sometimes visualized
by EEG of EMG changes, they are gently handled
by experimenters or simply allowed to fall into
the water [2].
If you prevent a rat from having any sleep at all,

they die within 2-3 weeks [2]. But what if you
only block periods of deep, REM sleep? Well, they
still die, but manage to hold out just over a
month.
What happens to the animals during this time?
Rats’ mental states are not so easily queried as
humans’, so we can only judge their cognitive
health based on (decreasing) performance on
behavioral tests [3]. But after a short period,
the animals start exhibiting a range of physical
and physiological changes, too. Body temperature drops, as does the animals’ weight (despite
increased appetite), and they start exhibiting
skin lesions. Bacteria flood the intestine, and
the immune system becomes overburdened.
Then… they die [2,4]. There are several theories
about why this happens, for example, that animals have irreversible hypothermia, or severe
sepsis. However, rats that
are kept warm or given
antibiotics still succumb
[4].
It’s not entirely clear
whether death in this experimental setting is
most easily ascribed to
severe stress from the
environment, total immune failure, brain damage, or some combination of the three [4]. For
example, pigeons and
mice subjected to the
same paradigm have much better physiological
outcomes [5], though it seems that the animals
in these studies were euthanized before they
became as ill as the rats above. Nowadays, researchers seem to be more interested in the
subtler effects of SD on things like metabolism
and cancer resistance (which are worth a full
article [or issue of the newsletter] in their own
right) [4, 6].

while only 9 sporadic cases have ever been recorded [9]. This mutation causes changes on
PrP, the gene responsible for prion protein and
the devastating effects of Creutzfeld-Jakob (aka
Mad Cow) disease (CJD). Patients begin exhibiting anxiety and behavioral changes around age
50, which quickly transitions to ever-decreasing
periods of sleep and eventually total insomnia.
Dementia follows, and patients usually die within a year from complications such as pneumonia
[8,9].
Thus, patients with FFI don’t really die of SD per
se, rather of generalized brain atrophy accompanied by approximately 6 months without sleep
[8,9]. Much like CJD, this disease causes the
brain to become riddled with mutant prions and
causes atrophy in several areas, notably the
frontal cortices and thalamus (the most likely
candidate for sleep-related problems) [7,8]. Due
to the extremely low number of cases worldwide,
there is not a great deal more information, although a mouse model was produced in the late
2000s that recapitulates many features of the
human condition [9].

Something to Keep You Up At Night
I’ve been writing for the newsletter for about 4
years now, covering more than a dozen topics.
And this article was far and above one of the
most grim to research. Real SD is truly the stuff
of nightmares (and legally-sanctioned torture
[4]). But I digress! The good news here is that
most humans are extremely unlikely to die directly by SD. However, there are a host of dangers associated with SD. First and foremost,
accidents caused by nodding off or being distracted while doing things like driving. There is
also a growing body of evidence linking SD to
metabolic problems like obesity and diabetes.
To put it bluntly, SD will catch up with you. It’s
just a question of how quickly…
Constance Holman
PhD Student, AG Schmitz

The Case of the Unlucky Insomniacs
There is one final type of death-by-SD worth
considering, though it leaves open just about
as many questions as it answers: Fatal Familial
Insomnia (FFI) [7]. This is an exceedingly rare
disorder which, yes, affects (and kills) humans.
26 families worldwide carry an autosomal dominant gene variant which causes the condition,
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Musicians got it Right
Have you ever spilled coffee while trying to
serve it in a cup? If you haven’t, you should be
proud of your motor skills! As you would expect, being gifted with great motor skills also
shows in your brain, for example when comparing musicians with non-musicians [1,2]. But
motor skills are not just important for mastering musical instruments, they also seem to
predict to what extent an individual is ready
for school [3]! Because motor skills are important for nearly every aspect of life, researchers have been keen to ﬁnd
out how we learn them.

whole day, others were allowed to nap between
training and testing. Guess which group showed
improved performance! You’ve got it right - individuals who had daytime naps got better at
consolidating the learning session compared to
the group that did not.

mance than non-musicians who did sleep! This
suggests that musicians can consolidate motor
skills even when awake, while non-musicians
appear to lack this ability. Maybe the musically
trained brain is already optimized for motor skill
consolidation across wakefulness and sleep but sleep might give it an additional boost [7].

Good Job, Siesta-Lovers!

But is sleeping also beneficial for people with
highly trained motor skills, such as musicians?
Tucker et al. [7] studied
whether individuals who
play musical instruments
Buenas noches,
In fact, there is good eviperform better at a motor
Broca area
dence that nocturnal shutlearning task compared to
eye can be beneficial for
those who do not play an
motor learning [4,5] - but also daytime naps instrument. Most importantly, they wanted to
might do the trick, siesta-lovers [6]! observe if there was any difference after a sleep
Interestingly, stage 2 sleep seems to be particu- session. As expected, musicians were better
larly relevant for learning motor skills: For ex- than non-musicians and managed to improve
ample, Nishida et al. [6] let individuals practice after a session of sleep. On the other hand, mua motor task and tested them after 8 hours. sicians who did not sleep between the practice
While some participants had to stay awake the and testing session still showed higher perfor-

So, if you want to improve your motors skills to
have a better academic life, start learning how
to play an instrument or make sure you get your
healthy sleep every day!
Daniela Guillen Gonzalez
MSc Student, MedNeuro
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One Night in the Sleep Lab

Image source: http://bit.ly/2j6mYVK

It is five o’clock in the morning. The stars and
moon have faded away in the slowly brightening
dark blue sky. An early bird’s song is drifting in
through the open window of the control room.
A couple more hours and then it is Feiermorgen,
as the Germans say. I store the saliva sample in
the fridge and quickly hurry back to my test
subject. God forbid he should fall asleep - that
would really mess up my data! But the worst
hours are just behind us now and even though
my human guinea pig has not slept for over
twenty hours, he is getting livelier again, able

to finish a sentence without dozing off. I re-en- The irony is not lost on me. But to truly underter the room where the poor guy is chained to stand something, especially things that are bad
the bed in an environment of eternal twilight for you, there is no better teacher than personand total isolation. Apart
al experience, right? So I
from contact with me, that
take another sample and
count down the hours. Not
is, and without real chains,
Keep your eyes
of course - only my stern
aloud of course - the subopen at all times!
reprimand when his eyelids
ject has long before lost
drop.
track of time and thinks it
is the early afternoon. If he were to learn that
All in a Night’s Work
he has many more hours still to go, it might
Welcome to the sleep lab. Keep your eyes open affect his motivation and thereby his perforat all times! This is the motto in this room. mance on the cognitive tests, which are anothThe patients down the hall are encouraged er part of the torture regimen I expose him to.
to sleep. Yet some of them are also wide And did I mention his scalp is plastered with
awake judging by the squiggly lines on the electrodes and that he wears a rectal probe?
monitors in the control room. They are here But don’t feel bad for him, he is here voluntaribecause they can’t sleep. My subject is here ly and gets paid, too. The things students are
to stay awake and I am a PhD student who willing to do for money, right? The sun is coming
does research on the biological clock. This up and the experiment is drawing to an end.
means that I know very well that doing too Soon I can go to sleep myself.
many of these night shifts increases my risk
of ending up as a patient myself, always
Jan de Zeeuw
tired yet unable to get a good night’s sleep.
PhD Student, AG Kunz
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The DESIRE Project for Epilepsy: Is Collaboration in Science
More Efﬁcient Than Competition?
700 million people will have a seizure in their
life – that means 1 out 10 human beings.

to treat because the underlying pathology varies substantially and patients often have severe
comorbidities.

Flickr http://bit.ly/2ukOyH9

Epilepsy, which can only be diagnosed after a
minimum of two seizures (more than 24h apart)
is the third most common neurological condition
in the European Union following Alzheimer’s
disease and stroke. Despite these facts, the disease is still widely misunderstood and often
stigmatizing. On September 15th 2011, a new
piece of legislation entitled the EU Written
Declaration on Epilepsy was approved by the
European Parliament after being signed by a
strong majority of 459 members (out of 751) [1].
The Declaration initiated a change in the funding
strategies of the EU: new funds were allocated,
and several research projects were created.
Today, the EU is handing out 173 million euros
that fund a dozen or so European research projects [2]. Among them: the DESIRE project [3].

epilepsy : a Misunderstood Disease
This enticing acronym stands for “Development
and Epilepsy - Strategies for Innovative Research
to Improve Diagnosis, Prevention and Treatment
in Children with Difficult-to-Treat Epilepsy”. Now
that I’m re-reading this I do not think it’s an
acronym- if you take the initials of all important
words, then remove half of them, you’ll get
„DESIRE“. Anyway, the important words here are
“children”, and “hard to treat epilepsy”. Epilepsy
can hijack the life of people of all ages and it
can have many causes [4]. DESIRE focuses on
abnormal early (intrauterine) development of
the cerebral cortex and its association with epilepsy [4,5]. During neurodevelopment, precursor cells formed in the periventricular region
migrate to their correct location where synapses are made and later edited to produce a mature brain. Any interruption of these processes
can create cortical abnormalities [5-7]. Most of
these malformations have genetic underpinnings, however, environmental factors such as
lack of oxygen or intrauterine infection also play
a role [4]. These types of epilepsy are difficult

eral mutations (notably in the PIK3/mTOR pathway and in different types of voltage gated
sodium channels) [8-10]. In the meantime, samples were analysed in Erlangen (DE) and a pattern of methylation in a specific type of malformation was identified. Epigenetics were
previously known to have a role in epilepsy [11]
but this was a breakthrough.

The DESIRE project funds the research activities Once a mutation is identified, it needs to be
of more than 250 researchers from 25 universi- tested. Using in-utero electroporation, these
ties in 11 countries [3]. Since the Charité is one mutated gene sequences were introduced into
of the partners and DESIRE funds my PhD, I have mice, rat, or ferret embryos to create better
attended the last four yearly meetings of the models for cortical malformations (the latter is
project. The last one was in Valetta (Malta) a good model for cortical development because
mid-october. I know what you’re wondering and it is convoluted like higher mammals [12]). In
yes, the weather in Malta is beautiful this time many cases, the models showed malformations
of the year. More seriously, it has been fascinat- comparable to those observed in patients, and
ing to see the projects evolve over the years. the pathomechanisms could be studied [7], [13].
Researchers don’t necessarily need a big
European project to collabEvery meeting is extremeorate and exchange inforly dense, each member
“I have never seen
mation, but I have personpresents the advancement
ally never seen cooperation
of their project within
cooperation on this
between researchers on
their work package, even
scale before”
this scale before.
negative results, often before they are published.
DeSIRe Leads to Scientific Collaboration
There is a sense of community; even competitive
Let me explain. One of the eight work packages teams exchange tips and comment on each othwithin the DESIRE project aims to “Identify ge- er’s data. DESIRE ends in September 2018 and it
netic causes and pathomechanisms of epilep- will certainly meet most of the objectives set in
togenic brain malformations”. The first step is 2013. One of the concluding remarks in Malta by
to pin down germinal or somatic mutations in Prof Jeffrey L. Noebels member of the Scientific
patients with a specific type of malformation. Advisory Committee was that the most impresOnce you have identified a new interesting mu- sive work had been done by collaborations betation in a patient you need at least one more tween teams within DESIRE. Let us hope this
patient to be able to claim a possible causality. spirit of collaboration will continue on after the
Since these malformations are extremely rare end of DESIRE.
this can be nearly impossible. In 2014, during
the first meeting that I attended, 20-30 reAliénor Ragot
searchers and group leaders sat around a table
PhD Student, AG Holtkamp
and started exchanging genetic mutations. The
[1] http://bit.ly/2zfet2n/
amount of information exchanged in one after- [2] http://bit.ly/2yAAqaU
noon was overwhelming. In the following years, [3] http://bit.ly/2Am5jBq
[4] http://bit.ly/1wgpTup
databanks were created, pools of interesting [5] Romero DM, Semin Cell Dev Biol, 2017
genes were selected, and samples were sent [6] Fernandez V, EMBO J, 2016
across Europe to be systematically tested. [7] Khalaf-Nazzal R, Hum Mol Genet,2017
[8] Alcantara D, Brain, 2017
Today, 150 patients with malformations of the [9] Parrini E, Hum Mutation, 2017
cortical development and 450 with encepha- [10] Møller RS, Neurol Genet, 2016
[11] Kobow K, Neurosci Lett,2017
lopathies have been included in the project. This [12] Neal J, J Anat, 2007
led to the identification or confirmation of sev- [13] Martinez-Martinez MA, Nat Commun, 2016
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From Sleep Researcher to Consultant to Entrepreneur
Meet Els van der Helm, the ‘Sleep Geek’

You hold a Master and a PhD in Neuroscience. Would you tell
us more about your background?
I’ve always been fascinated by sleep. I read a book by Prof. Bill Dement
from Stanford when I was in high school which taught me about the
magic of sleep and also the taboo around it: that we associate it with
being lazy or less ambitious. That really inspired me to study clinical
neuropsychology and neuroscience. So during my Master on these topics, I started to do sleep research, first at the Netherlands Institute of
Neuroscience in Amsterdam and then at Harvard, looking at the effect
of sleep in emotional processing. And then I went on to do my PhD at UC
Berkeley, looking at the effect of sleep on our brain.

How was your transition from the PhD to becoming a McKinsey
consultant?
I really enjoyed doing sleep research and learning about it, but at the
same time I realized that doing neuroimaging is very technical and not
necessarily my passion. I also missed working in a team and having a
more direct impact. I really wanted to help people and the slow pace of
academia didn’t fit me. So I decided to make a change and go into business and learn more about the rest of the world, beyond academia.

doing the work for about 9 to 12 months. And that’s quite normal, but
coming in after a PhD or a post-doc as opposed to after a Master or a
Bachelor’s degree, you expect more of yourself. So for me it was a humbling journey, having to develop all of those new skills, basically a ‘consultant’s toolbox’. This toolbox is not just critical in consulting, but
helpful in any type of job. I also enjoyed the fact that you work in a team,
you get so much feedback, training and support around you, which I
didn’t really experience during my PhD. So my learning curve was a lot
steeper than it had been in academia. I felt like I was using my time
better. It was always a different project, team, manager, client, and industry. In consulting, every year feels like a ‘dog year’: it’s worth 7 years!
(laughs) So it’s a rough transition but I’d say well worth it. You develop
yourself very quickly and it’s a unique experience. There were things I
loved and things I was less happy about, but overall, a very positive
experience.

What motivated you to make the career change of leaving
consulting in a big firm to starting your own company?

It was never really my goal to stay in consulting forever. For me, it was
all about purpose. I really wanted to focus more on something I’m really passionate about. The funny thing is that when I joined McKinsey I
How was your experience as a business consultant for almost
didn’t think I would ever do anything with sleep again, but not working
3 years?
on sleep anymore made me realize how much I missed it, and how
The beginning was quite rough in some ways and quite easy in others.
passionate I was about the topic. Perhaps in academia I wasn’t working
Starting with the roughness: there is much more time pressure on what
on the topic in the right way: it was very technical and very slow, which
you are doing. I remember having meetings with my manager and instead
I didn’t really enjoy. When I started as a consultant, I also quickly realized
of saying ‘I’ll see you in a week’, which was kind of the pace in academthat, for me, business problems are really not as interesting as neuroia, the answer would be ‘OK, let’s see in two hours where you are’. So,
science and the brain. But I did really love being in the business world
suddenly, you’re doing everything under time pressure. And for me it
and interacting with people who are really smart, care about their own
really meant that I still had a lot to learn
performance and are very ambitious. In
about time management and organizaMcKinsey, we received a lot of training: in
tional skills. I also had to share my docutime management, stress, leadership...
‘It started as my hobby and
But never ever did the word ‘sleep’ come
ments with the rest of the team and the
then grew into a company’
up. Knowing how critical sleep is for learnclients, whereas in academia it was much
ing, attention, stress reactivity and develmore individual: I could make a mess, as
oping new insights, I felt that was a major
long as I could understand it. So the biggest changes for me were the change in pace and the level of focus that
topic missing. That really inspired me to start giving sleep workshops
it required. It was much more intense. Also, I was at the client’s site the
for my colleagues and McKinsey clients. It was so much fun and there
whole day and couldn’t for example go work out in the middle of the day
was so much interest. Giving these workshops made me realize how I
if I wanted to, as I was able to do during my PhD. That was quite rough,
could work with the topic of sleep in a way that fits me much better:
to be honest. It was a very different way of working that I needed to
translating science into practical advice (which I wasn’t really doing in
learn. Different skills were required and these weren’t skills that you just
academia) and seeing a direct impact on the people I was working with.
get within 2 or 3 weeks. I would say I really got the hang of it when I was
That was something I cared about much more than being a consultant.
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and really embrace it in their culture, so that all employees know how
important sleep is and can prioritize it better. This way, they perform
better, are happier and healthier. Some other services we offer are online
assessments, in-person workshops, one-on-one coaching, webinars, and
we’ve developed a digital sleep coaching app that will be launched soon
in the App Store, so it will also be available for individual consumers.
Can you please tell us more about
Examples of our corporate clients are
Shleep? What are its products and who
McKinsey, Deloitte, Spotify, social netare its clients?
work companies, pharmaceutical com‘You really have to do someOur mission is to help the world sleep better.
panies, law firms, startups, amongst
thing that you care about’
others. Our startup team is quite interWe help organizations improve their performance by improving the sleep of their leaders
national. The office is based in
and employees. For this, we offer a number
Amsterdam, along with our marketing
of products and services. We design sleep programs for companies, which
guru, Tom, and myself. My co-founder, Jöran Albers (the ‘business guy’),
means that we help them develop approaches to put sleep on the map
is based in Munich, our developer is from Switzerland but lives in the
Netherlands, and Elena, a circadian rhythms PhD, is based
in Canada.
It started as my hobby while at McKinsey but I really made that grow
and carved out a space for myself, as the internal sleep expert. It was
almost like a testing ground for me, or an incubator, where I could test
my ideas, get feedback, and grow my network and skill set. So I decided
to leave and started my own business, called Shleep, in 2016.

Els van der Helm
What advice would you give to current Master and
PhD students in Neuroscience who would like to
leave academia?
Join our company for an internship! (laughs) I’m laughing,
but I’m actually serious! What is great about our startup
is that we have experience in management consulting (two
people in our team) and we really use these skills in the
way we run our company and develop our employees, which
we are very much focused on. At the same time, you can
get the startup experience, where things change very
quickly, we re-prioritize all the time, things are up and
down, exciting, moving fast. And we’re translating science
into practical advice and products on a daily basis.
Other types of advice: you really have to do something that
you care about, that you’re happy to wake up for in the
morning. Figure out what it is that drives you. It’s not easy.
It took me a while to figure out that for me it was sleep.
But look back at your life and think about some of the key
moments when you were really happy, inspired or content
with what you were doing. Pinpoint moments when you
really enjoyed or didn’t enjoy doing something, instead of
trying to imagine what you would enjoy doing, because a
lot of things aren’t really like what they seem to be. And
focus on your own strengths. Ask people around you what
you’re good at, what they think is special about you, so
you can leverage those strengths. And reach out to people
in different jobs, ask if you could meet them for a coffee
or talk to them for a few minutes on the phone to ask some
career questions. It can be incredibly helpful to get some
inside information. I wish you all the best figuring it out!

Mariana Cerdeira 
PhD Student, AG Harms
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TissUse: Humans on a Chip?

Image source: Enrico Accastelli
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enrico Accastelli is an Italian electrical engineer with a PhD in microsystems and microelectronics. Currently, he is working at TissUse GmbH, a startup based in Berlin that developed
the “multi-organ chip” platforms, which emulate
the activity of multiple interconnected human orStartups are at the
gans, facilitating the development of different
pharmaceutical, medical or cosmetic products [1].
academia-industry

interface
What exactly is TissUse?
TissUse is a Berlin-based company. We sell
microphysiological systems, i.e., microfluidic
cell culture devices capable of emulating human biology at the smallest biologically acceptable scale. We have different chips: a
“two-organ chip”, a “four-organ chip” and
currently under development, “the human on
a chip”. It is our next product, in which more
than ten interconnected organs can be simultaneously cultured. You can also visit our website for more information: www.tissuse.com.

What are your tasks and responsibilities?
Within the company, I’m working on the “human on a chip” subgroup. I’m responsible for
providing electrical coupling to the chip and
the organs, meaning electrical-based measurement techniques, stimulation and recordings of different organs like cardiomyocytes,
neuronal cells and skeletal muscle for example.
I design the schematics, print circuits boards,
and test the prototypes. Additionally, I was also
involved in the design and construction of our
pumping units, with which we operate our microfluidic devices.

Why did you decide to move out
of academia?
I wanted to do something more practical, to
start and conclude a project with an immediate
application. In particular, I decided to go for a
startup because it’s still at the interface between academia and industry. My job is still
very linked to research and science.

How did you find your job?
Mine was a spontaneous application. I wanted
to work in a startup because of its close relationship with academia. I went to the website
of the Technical University (TU) and other universities and searched for startups and spinoffs, then I picked the one I was most interested in and spontaneously applied. In the

beginning, there was no open position available, but after getting new funding they called
me back for an interview. My job is basically a
2.5-year postdoc position, but in a company. It
is possible to renew it or extend it. Most likely,
it will be another project-based position.

How is the work environment?
The work environment is very young: most
people are under 30, since many are doing
their PhDs in the company, and there are many
Master’s and Bachelor’s students working with
us as well. The group is not so international
compared to what I was used to in Switzerland,
where I did my PhD, but everybody speaks
perfect English. My colleagues speak German
amongst themselves and there are some meetings in German. Generally speaking, I’m required to understand German, but I can communicate in English.

Apart from designing the chips, do you
also test them?
Yes. Normally, we have some collaborations
with research institutes, universities, and pharma companies that want to test the effect of
specific substances on the organs cultured in
our chips. We are given the substances to test
and we know which organs the customers are
interested in. Typically, they want to check for
side effects (for example on the liver or lung).
We decide the fundamental conditions, culture
our chips and test the substances along with
negative and positive controls. Finally, we report the results to the company and they interpret them.

Do you culture the organs or get them
from somewhere else?
Our platform is very flexible because we can
use both commercially available models or
biopsies from patients. We could also think of
having, besides a “human on a chip”, a “rat on
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a chip” or “mouse on a chip”, since there is so
much data from animal models. So we can directly compare our results with the extensive
literature on animal tests.

What do you like and dislike about your job?
Sometimes I don’t like the technology restrictions imposed by the mandatory conformity
markings, e.g. the CE certification. Unlike academia, what matters in the industry is to find
the specific solution to a problem that falls
within well-defined conformity regulations. On
the bright side, I like that the work environment is very nice and the fact that I can work
on something new every month. I particularly
appreciate the fact that I’m working on subjects that are still very close to science, but
the projects are more focused on practical
applications.

Do you have any recommendations for
students looking for career options?
I think that startups represent a very good
opportunity, as one can do a postdoc type of
work there, but in a company. Therefore, it
already counts as working experience, which
comes in handy in case you would like to move
to a more established industry. Going back to
academia is also possible because depending
on the position you have in the company, we
also have the possibility of publishing scientific papers.
Laura Moreno Velasquez
PhD Student, AG Schmitz
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News in Brief
+++ PhD Regulations Have Changed +++

+++ einstein PhD Fellowships +++

As of November 1, 2017 (!) new PhD regulations are in place. We will thoroughly
examine the changes and how it will effect our PhD program. All newly admitted
PhD students have to work with the given regulations. Please contact the
MedNeuro office for more details!

The Einstein Center for Neurosciences Berlin (ECN) calls for
applications for its PhD program starting in Fall 2017. The ECN
member institutions promote cutting-edge neuroscientific
research across a wide range of different disciplines and
approaches. The ECN provides an umbrella structure that
specifically fosters interdisciplinary and collaborative research by facilitating cooperation between institutions and
by promoting interaction on all levels. With around 100 internationally recognized research groups, the ECN offers outstanding interdisciplinary training and research opportunities
for national and international scientists, with research spanning from synapse to behavior, molecule to disease, and brain
to mind. >> Closing date for applications is January 14th, 2018.
Final interviews will take place in March 2018.
www.ecn-berlin.de/education/phd-fellowships.html

+++ Master’s Graduation 2017 +++
The graduation ceremony of the 2017 master’s students took place at the Humboldt
Graduate School. The spacious entrance room was filled with excitement from
the very beginning. The master’s thesis presentations kick-started the ceremony.
Equally exciting were the poster presentations, which were well-received as an
interested crowd gathered around them. Each oral and poster presentation was
a masterpiece, with experts asking deep, thoughtful questions. None of the
presentations lacked any enthusiasm and, more importantly, they made us proud.
We congratulate all of the graduates and wish them all the best for their future
careers!

Ralf Ansorg
MedNeuro Program office

+++ Junior Master’s Students +++
Transitioning from (mostly) a Bachelor’s degree, 21 new Master students from
around the world joined our Welcome Week this year. As usual, the week started
with personal introductions that served as icebreakers before the enrollment
process. One of the highlights was the guided tour for the newcomers through
campus Charité Mitte by the seniors. Special thanks to Carolina and Victoria, the
two senior students who took over this responsibility. Yet another event was the
tour around the center of Berlin, covering the history of the city during the Cold
War, with our guide Sam Noble. With his British charm and humor, he led the
students through Germany’s darkest history on a chilly day in a fun and accessible way.

+++ PhD Student Admitted +++
We warmly welcome Tadhg Crowley (AG Siffrin), Bassam Al-Fatly (AG Kühn), Sandra
Jadgmann (AG Dirnagl), Boris Bouazza (AG Rosenmund), Christian Ebner (AG
Larkum), Maria-Lucia Pigazzini (AG Kirstein), and Anniki Knop (AG Priller). Welcome
to the program!

+++ Call for Master’s Applications +++
The Medical Neurosciences Program invites bright and interested students to
apply for our program. We await for your application starting in December. Ideally,
candidates should already have some laboratory work experience, e.g. having
worked in a lab for a Bachelor’s project, or other types of work experience such
as a residency as a medical doctor.
The program’s rigorous and comprehensively structured education in basic neuroscience provides and trains students to approach questions concerning the
central and peripheral nervous system. In addition to the in-depth theoretical
training, our program emphasizes state-of-the art practical lab experience, preparing graduates for continued research as PhD students. >> Closing date for
applications is January 15th, 2018.
www.medical-neurosciences.de/en/apply-now
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